
Welcome to being ‘slothful’. 
Even we saints have our lazy moments 
– but being saintly, we call them 
relaxation! I hope that you enjoy creating 
a layout about being that little bit slothful. I 
look forward to seeing the things that you 
enjoy doing to relax after a hard day. 

 (You could use any papers you wanted to 
but this is what I used) 

I sheet of Bazzill cardstock (I think this 
may have been sherbert)
I sheet of K and Co Studio K Mustard 
Wide
I sheet of Paper Adventures cardstock 
two tone Indigo felt finish 
6 ice blue square brads
assorted ribbons (Mine were all Making 
Memories sky blue collection)
4 blue eyelets
Blue chalk ink or regular ink 
Fonts used were 
Title – stencil Lintsec and script Lucinda 
Calligraphy 
Definition – Book Antiqua 
Tags and envelope Bambino 

Cut the striped paper into various sized 
strips. I made the large bottom section 5 
inches deep. I then cut a range of strips 
from 3/16th  to 1/16th and then stuck 
them all – with random spacing, onto the 
plain blue cardstock NB I used the lighter 
side of the two tone cardstock. 

TIP  The very thin strips are more tricky 
to glue. I was going to run them through 
a xyron but I am glad I didn’t as I think 
12” glued strips might have been difficult 
to work with. In the end I used Zig 2 way 
glue which worked very well 

Mount the photo onto the sand coloured 
cardstock, leaving a much bigger border 
at the bottom. 

Tear the bottom of the sand cardstock so 
that it is uneven, with one side quite a bit 
longer than the other. 

Ink the edges and the torn edge with blue 
ink

Supplies Used

Instructions

Stick the ribbon on the bottom section of 
the mount, wrapping it over the edge and 
sticking it on the back of the cardstock. 

TIP Cut the ribbon about ¾” longer than you 
needed to leave enough to wrap around

Pierce small holes with a paper piercer and 
insert three of the ice blue square brads on the wider bottom edge 
of the mount

Type or write out the RELAX definition and print it onto a piece of 
the cardstock. I made my block a little wider than the writing on one 
side to echo the torn mount of the photograph. 

TIP Want to know where to get the definition. It is from our very 
own UKS library. I actually used the two definitions and cut and 
pasted them together.  I used Book Antiqua as the font. The link 
for the definitions is here http://www.ukscrappers.co.uk/boards/
showthread.php?s=&threadid=16318

Pierce the block and insert the other three 
square shaped brads, tear the edge and 
then ink the edges and the torn edge. 

Using the back of a piece of the sand 
cardstock print the letter R in word art 
using Linstec making sure you reverse it.  I 
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made the letter R about 2” tall. I cut the R out of the 
cardstock, leaving the stencil and then stuck a piece 
of the stripped paper behind the cardstock so the R 
was stripy and the block was plain. 

TIP  Stick the striped paper so that the stripes run 
horizontally not vertically as this makes it stand out 
against everything else much more clearly. 

Edge the stencil block with blue ink 

Reverse print the remainder of the word relax onto 
the back of the sand cardstock and cut out. I used 
Lucinda Handwriting as it is an easy font to cut. 

TIP IF you are new to cutting titles remember to cut 
out the inside of the letters e and a first before you 
cut out the title. 

Make the envelop pocket – which will hold your top 
secret relaxation journaling next Cut a piece of the 
sand cardstock 4” wide by 6 ¾” long (It doesn’t have 
to be this size – you can use any size
you want, but that was the size I used)  
and then fold the two end over towards 
the centre. My sizes were a flap of 1 ¾” 
folded up, a flap of 2” folded down leaving 
a 3” centre section which was then
covered by the folded flaps. 
OK – that was really really hard to write So the 
diagram may help! 

Tear the longer flap a little in keeping with the 
mount and definition blocks. 

You need to make two closures next. Cut or 
punch two blue circles (I used a small piece of the 
cardstock from behind the large striped border at 
the bottom) and two smaller sand circles. Place the 
sand circle on top of the blue and place that on top 
of the flap (with the envelope open so you only go 
through the top flap not the rest of the envelope) 
and using a hole punch punch a hole through all 
three layers.  Before setting the eyelet through 
these three pieces, put a thin piece or cord round 
the eyelet between the blue circle and the envelope 
and then set the eyelet. It will hold the cord in place 

TIP  don’t panic if the cord hasn’t caught. You can 
stick it between the blue circle and the envelope 
with a tiny dot of diamond glaze. Just be careful not 
to stick the blue circle right down or you won’t be 
able to wrap the cord round it. 

Repeat the same steps to do the bottom closure BUT DO 
NOT put the cord in that one. 

You can now decorate the envelope any way you choose and 
put secret journaling and possibly pictures inside. 

Make two tags from the sand cardstock and decorate any 
way you choose. 

Now all you have to do is stick everything down, look and 
admire your work and 

Most importantly 

Now don’t forget this step 

RELAX!

Thank you for taking the time to do the class and I hope that 
you enjoyed it. Can’t wait to see them in the gallery!


